
F/m GENOA ENHANCED INCOME 
MUNICIPAL STRATEGY

Short duration portfolio of high-quality municipal bonds 
constructed to deliver yields between 3% and 4%.

` STRATEGY OVERVIEW

The Enhanced Income Municipal strategy is a boutique fixed income solution that invests in callable  
municipal bonds with higher than typical yields due to the market’s inability to assess the likelihood of a 
call event.

Led by 40-year industry veteran Jud Hennessy, the Genoa team has in-depth knowledge of the municipal 
bond market. The team evaluates each bond and its issuer and purchases only bonds they believe are less 
likely to be called.

This approach gives Enhanced Income Municipal the potential to enhance income without sacrificing 
credit quality or increasing market risk (duration).

Portfolio Rating: AA

Average Duration:  < 1 YEAR

Number of Holdings: 18-24

Target Net Investment Yield: 3% to 4%

` INVESTMENT EXAMPLE

Some municipal bonds may be mispriced due to the market’s inability to efficiently assess the risk of the 
bond being called.

Successful execution requires analysis of multiple factors affecting the likelihood of a call. This analysis 
must be performed for each individual bond and issuer.

Limited market size and detailed analysis requirements make this a unique opportunity for a boutique 
investment firm like Genoa to construct and manage portfolios for investors seeking enhanced income. 

SAMPLE BOND
Issuer:      Jefferson City, TX

Rating:      Aa2/AA-

Coupon:    5.0%

Premium: 1.75%

Maturity:  8/1/23

Yield to Maturity  
(not called)

3.68%  
annualized  
net of fees

Called in 
30 days
-1.34%

Called in 
3 months

-0.52%

Called in 
6 months

0.70%

Called in 
1 year
3.16%

This single-bond example shows how enhanced yields can be 
 achieved by a portfolio of bonds deemed less likely to be called.
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` DISCLOSURES

Hypothetical Performance Disclosure

There are certain limitations inherent in hypothetical model results like those portrayed in this presentation, particularly that 
such hypothetical returns do not reflect trading in actual client accounts and do not reflect the impact that material econom-
ic and market factors may have had on the adviser’s decision-making had the adviser actually been managing client funds. 
Unlike an actual performance record, hypothetical performance results do not represent actual trading. These types of sim-
ulated trading programs, in general, benefit compared to actual performance results. In addition, simulated trading does not 
involve or take into account financial risk and does not take into account that material and market factors might impact F/m 
Investments, LLC (d/b/a Genoa Asset Management) decision-making, all of which can adversely affect actual trading results 
and performance. For example, the ability to withstand losses or adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading 
losses are material points which can also adversely affect markets in general or the implementation of any specific trading 
program. Hypothetical performance does not represent actual performance, trading costs, or the impact of taxes and should 
not be interpreted as an indication of such performance.

Assumptions and Limitations

1. The cumulative returns are presented net-of-fees. The impacts of trading costs are not included in the performance 
results, and will reduce client performance.

2. The investment strategy of Genoa Asset Management, LLC  seeks to outperform traditional short duration investments 
using manager expertise to identify high-quality, short-call municipal bonds that are likely to extend interest payments 
beyond the next call date. The data shown is hypothetical and is provided to illustrate risk and return of the performance 
if  the Genoa Enhanced Income Municipal Strategy had been available over the relevant time period shown.”

This report was prepared by F/m Investments, LLC (d/b/a) Genoa Asset Management, a federally registered investment ad-
viser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Registration as an investment adviser does not imply a certain level of skill 
or training. The oral and written communications of an adviser provides you with information about which you determine to 
hire or retain an adviser. For more information, please visit adviserinfo.sec.gov and search for our firm name. The material 
above has been provided for informational purposes only, and is not intended as legal or investment advice or a recommen-
dation of any particular security or strategy.

The mention of specific securities and sectors illustrates the application of our investment approach only and is not to be 
considered a recommendation. The specific securities identified and described herein do not represent all of the securities 
purchased or sold for the portfolio, and it should not be assumed that investment in these securities were or will be profit-
able. There is no assurance that the securities purchased remain in the portfolio or that securities sold have not been repur-
chased. For a complete list of holdings please contact your portfolio advisor.


